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About This Game

The year is 3055. For decades, mining the solar system’s main asteroid belt from the orbit of mars has produced enormous rare
mineral reserves and brought closer the dream of interstellar travel. Now however, something has altered the planetoids’ orbit

and as mining units are lost, foul play is suspected...

Take on the role of an interceptor shuttle and blast asteroids, UFOs and rogue agents in frantic retro action.

Features

Survive as long you can to set the high score and unlock new ships

Easy to pick-up, but increasingly challenging gameplay

Classic, arcade action

Hints

In Space, deceleration is slow; re-orientating the ship and accelerating in a new direction is far more effective.

Larger asteroids will sometimes drop bonuses
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Bonuses remain for varying amounts of time, be strategic in their collection

Notes

Two gamepad controllers are required for local co-op

On first run of the game, be sure to pick your appropriate screen resolution from the options menu; this may only take
visual effect when the level loads
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Poorly implemented throughtout. Graphics are not good, gameplay is not good and so on.
. Does not run properly on high res screens https:\/\/ibb.co\/nnAq8e

Don't waste your time and money. Programm is good but now synchronisation with skype and other mail services it will be nice
to make sync with gmail and facebook. Bad Robots is a ScFi epic. Taking many influence from other brillent shooters suck as "
Aliens Coloniol Marines" and "Duke Nukem Forever" you play as a on the job marine who is hired to do stuff, much like Aliens
Colonial Marines thoughout the majority of the game you will find yourself having to BATTLE evil aliens, or in the case of
BAD BOTs, robots. Never have i been so compilled to finish a level, because of the beatiful stunning 3d graphics i was fully
captivated to learn more about the unique world, reading every bit of dialog along the way. Also another point that captivated
me was the fact that the games controls where so flunt, much like Superman 64 on the nintendo 3ds gamecube model 10. Easily
the greatest game ive played since ET on the atari game box machine.

Id recommend this game to all children, adults, aliens, inbreeds of all age, race and chromosomes

10/10 would bang. The atmosphere of this game is really creepy. The visual effects are seriously great! The storyline is good
also. To all old school horror games fan, this game is a MUST.. I actually just couldn't get past the first level (the cave one)
because even if the fuse box was off and the cable stopped producing sparks, I just died each time I interacted with it, which
prevented me to keep going.
I was hooked by the tone and the music in the beginning of this story but this kind of hard game-breaking bugs are just absurd.
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One would think that for buying this game they would get some free packs. Nope, Spend spend spend with no real updates or
movement. Feels like a waste of $. Wish I could get the coin back.. I don't even know what inspired me to buy and play this
game. But I am glad I did.

It really ranks up there as one of the best local multiplayer games on Steam for me. I love the art and animations and the
minigames feel unique and interesting. Whenever anyone asks for local multiplayer game recommendations, this is always on
my list with more well known games like Towerfall, Duck Game and Lethal League. It currently is a mostly undiscovered gem,
and I hope more people will discover it.. Underrated. Controls are tight and responsive, and the levels are creative and fresh. I
really hope more content is coming.

Also, if I may suggest, a level editor would be great to keep levels coming!. so far so good :-). Engrossing enough for me to play
through the whole thing in basically a single sitting, with an interesting setting that kept me invested to the end. However, most
of the roleplaying felt like it had little to no impact on the actual story, and the ending veers straight into Mass Effect 3 levels of
choose-your-flavor-of-bad-end garbage.

Had lots of potential but was ultimately disappointing. First game from this developer that I think I've actually disliked.. This is
an awesome game. A really great controllerless shootem up. Aou don't need any controllers it is great for recharging them while
still getting in some gameplay. I love the sound loop too, it's like a cheesey funky 70's cop show theme.The elves are cool,
especially the flying ones. For the price this was well worth it. I would definitely recommend this to the Vive community.. this
game is good i like it :D. Short (around 2h), but very cute game and very enjoyable for people that are fans of both Egyptian
culture and indie games. The graphics and the story are nice and the scenes have subtitled dialogues. The game has rather simple
puzzles and the few hidden object scenes support 3D vision which adds a nice feature to it. I recommend this game for those
that enjoy hidden object games and a feeling of Indiana Jones adventure.

More reviews on the Lilly's Corner Curator page
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